REGISTRATION FEE
registration fee:

120 €

(includes refreshments and coffee during the breaks, an invitation to the Symposium Dinner,
the trip to Leipzig including the visit of the Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde and copies of the
proceedings of the symposium, to be published in Globe Studies. The Journal of the International
Coronelli Society)
registration fee for individual members of the International Coronelli Society:

90 €

(includes refreshments and coffee during the breaks, an invitation to the symposium
dinner and the trip to Leipzig including the visit of the Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde)
charge for accompanying persons:

2nd Circular

13TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM FOR THE STUDY OF GLOBES 2015
Dresden, September 24 to September 26, 2015

90 €

(includes refreshments and coffee during the breaks, an invitation to the symposium
dinner and the trip to Leipzig including the visit of the Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde)

PAYMENT
We kindly request to effect the payment by credit card (VISA or Mastercard).
For this purpose please use the form on the back side of the registration form. You can also transfer
the conference fee by money transfer to the society’s account in Austria at Österreichische
Postsparkasse (IBAN: AT10 6000 0000 0156 1380, BIC: OPSKATWW), giving the subject
“symposium 2015” and at least your name. (Please note, that all bank charges, including those of the
recipient, are the responsibility of the payer. Payment can only be recognised, if the full amount is
credited to the Society's account.)

CORRESPONDENCE IN REGARD TO THE CONFERENCE
International Coronelli Society
c/o Jan Mokre
Austrian National Library, Globe Museum
Josefsplatz 1
1015 Vienna, Austria
Tel: +43 1 53410 298
Fax: +43 1 53410319
E-mail: vincenzo@coronelli.org

Zwinger Dresden (Ausschnitt), Lithographie, um 1880, Kupferstich-Kabinett der Staatl. Kunstsammlungen Dresden, A 1995-3363

INFORMATION
PROGRAMME
REGISTRATION

13TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM FOR THE STUDY OF GLOBES 2015
After 50 years, the Saxon state capital of Dresden is for the second time, the conference venue of
Globology, the study of globes. Since then, the city has developed rapidly. On account of its
numerous museums, notably the internationally significant Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden
(State Art Collections Dresden), as well as its universities in which among other things cartography is
taught, it is renowned worldwide as a place of culture and science. The surroundings of Dresden, is
very well developed for tourism and offers conference participants the opportunity to visit further
attractive destinations before or after the conference.
Founded in 1728, the Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon (former Royal Cabinet of Mathematical
and Physical Instruments) of the State Art Collections is the oldest museum in the Dresden Zwinger.
The part of the building in which the salon is housed since 1746, has of recent been thoroughly
renovated and the exhibition space moreover almost doubled on account of an extension building.
Among the objects that are showcased in the curated permanent exhibition, are globes, clocks,
automata, telescopes and other scientific instruments. The exposition provides for a representation of
the history of the collection in four chapters. Alongside “The Cosmos of the Prince”, “Instruments of
the Enlightenment” and “The Course of Time”, “A Universe of Globes” constitutes one of the four
main themes of the new museum concept. The highlights of the globe exhibition include among
others, the ‘Arabic celestial globe’ from Marâgha that dates back to the 13th century and a lunar relief
globe that dates back to 1875. The didactically demanding and yet extremely attractive presentation
has had a very positive response among the general public and has in the meantime already been
visited by more than 150,000 visitors.
Alongside the residence city of Dresden, the historic trade fair and trade city of Leipzig is however
also of relevance for the study of globes. This where in 1917, the up to this very day still operative
globe manufacturer, ‘Paul Räth’, was founded. Envisaged as the destination for the excursion is the
Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde (Leibniz Institute for Regional Geography), which has a significant
collection of globes and maps.

PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME
On the day of arrival, Wednesday, the 23rd September 2015, those interested can meet for a guided
tour in the Kleiner Schlosshof of the Residenzschloss, Taschenberg 2. There they are expected at
16:00 for a tour of Dresden. The tour is to be paid for individually.
That evening from 19:00 seats have been reserved for an informal get together in the restaurant
Augustiner, An der Frauenkirche 16/17.
The symposium is taking place in the Residenzschloss, Taschenberg 2, and begins on Thursday, the
24th September, at 9:30. Access to the conference rooms is via the Kleiner Schlosshof and will be
signposted. The conference office is open from 9:00 for registration.
The lecture programme put together by the programme committee has scheduled 19 papers for
Thursday, the 24th, and Friday, the 25th September. The lecture programme is included as an
attachment to this second newsletter.

During the breaks refreshments will be provided, refreshment costs are included in the registration
fee. At midday, lunch can be had in one of the nearby restaurants.
On Thursday, the 24th September, the symposium will be opened at 9:30 by the president of the
International Coronelli Society for the Study of Globes, Peter E. Allmayer-Beck. Following this we will
be welcomed by Hartwig Fischer, the Director General of the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden.
At 10:00 the Director of the Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon, Peter Plaβmeyer, will initiate the first
day’s lectures with a presentation of the institute as a research and museum institution.
At 16:00 the ordinary meeting of the General Assembly for the year 2015 will take place for members
of the International Coronelli Society for the Study of Globes.
Then, at around 17:15 Wolfram Dolz and Michael Korey will lead symposium participants around the
Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon in Dresden’s Zwinger and give a comprehensive introduction to
the newly designed exhibition space “A Universe of Globes”.
On Friday, the 25th September, the lecture programme begins at 9:00 and finishes at 17:30.
Afterwards, the president of the International Coronelli Society for the Study of Globes, Peter E.
Allmayer-Beck will sum up the findings of the symposium.
At 20:00 the Symposium Dinner will take place in the elegant restaurant Coselpalais, An der
Frauenkirche, 12. The cost of the meal is included in the registration fee for conference participants.
On Saturday, the 26th September, there will be an excursion to Leipzig. The trip to Leipzig can be
undertaken either individually or with the group by bus. Departure takes place at 9:00 at the
Residenzschloss, at the junction of Sophienstraβe and Taschenberg. In Leipzig we will visit the
Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde (Leibniz Institute for Regional Geography) in the Schongauerstraβe
9, in Paunsdorf.
Library Director, Dr. Heinz Peter Brogiato, will introduce the Geographical Library and Wolfram Dolz
will introduce the globes of the Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde.
Subsequently the bus will take us to the city centre, where we can have lunch. From 15:00 to 17:00
professional guided tours have been organised which are to be paid for individually.
At 17:30 the bus will return to Dresden, where our expected arrival time is at 19:00.
The cost of the Leipzig trip and the visit to the Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde is included in the
registration fee. However, the cost of the guided tours is not included.

ACCOMMODATION IN DRESDEN
Dresden has many hotels in different price ranges. The organisers of the 13th Symposium do not give
any recommendations or any assistance with room reservations. For this purpose there are several
well-known internet platforms; however one can also avail of Dresden Information GmbH. This can
be reached at the postal address: Prager Straße 2b, 01069 Dresden (Tel: +49 (0) 351 501 501, Fax:
+49 (0) 351 501 509), by email info@dresdeninformation.de and on the internet at
http://www.dresden.de/Tourismus. Branches of Dresden Information are located at the Frauenkirche,
QF-Passage, Neumarkt 2, 01067 Dresden and in the main train station, Wiener Platz 4, 01069
Dresden.

